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Upon Arising at Parinirviana

May 16th; 2019, 08:52 AM

It is a great day; Washu-Kakome-Jujistu-Takame (written); Washu-Kakome-Kanade-Jujitsu Style (Spoken); has begun; 
with:

1.) Jehene Aiko  *   Missing in Action

2.) Alizee

3.) Ariana Grande

4.) Ava Max

Completion of the first two mystries was the expressed stealing of Obama for Stefani's heart; to which was a trade-
in of the Jack of Clubs for the Ten of Hearts; for my Ace of Diamonds; a blue deck.  The apple to the cord was 
answered; and the blub broken on a tea napkin elsewhere; then began the teaching of success.

To yet a word untitled; the lessons of instruction were two:

A.) Scorpian over cobra; at beginning with stinger; upon retreat of glance at ground; then eye-lid half 
turned quarter inch; then retreated over-under of left above; to reequate disposition of hand half turned opened to 
sky; over turtle of right arm in index palm; of right brow to temple of hinged elbow.

B.) Stinger under retreat; to question then by pink ladie that of question of one to answer; stated as 
measureless extension of yet arm to welcome cloud; by petal of left palm; to otherwise rotated in injurious penalty to
right elbow half opened in departure to left retreat by blocked thumb throw; and completion.

1.) For what was under a lilly the grass was spoken of softly.

2.) Then of manner; method of third's completed in two gestures.

3.) To what a wake could make of the departure; the way within waking was complete of death-cycle.

Upon Arising at Enlightenment

December 27th; 2019, 13:48 PM

It is noted that one observing a ‘fight’ does not alter the outcome; therefore under observation:

1.) A protocol of ‘safety’ to which under-pins the relation of a ‘contest’ may be eliminated to two peers in 
relation to the third ‘observer’ safely; and a forewarning of what may occur is potentiated.

2.) Hyponosis of a game suggestive of two (2) co-partnerships or [more] may be eliminated to none; under 
precedent of the beginning to the end of a ‘conflict;’ then arising at the saity to which is silent co-determination.

Silent co-determination means that it is possible to ‘measure’ an experiment with any number of contestents without
altering the ‘outcome’ of a ‘step-’ to which is a completion in (4); obverse, prolate, indivisible, and undivided - or end.


